
Executive Council Minutes 
Wednesday, Nov. 14, 2018 
 
Present: Rachel Bowen, Amy Brunell, Stavros Constantinou, Joe Fahey, Norman Jones, Dawn 
Kitchen, Elizabeth Kolkovich, Del Lindsey, Yongmin Sun, and Heather Tanner. 
 
Del Lindsey called the meeting to order at 12:44 p.m. 
 
This meeting was a discussion of how to revise our “service rubric,” the document that faculty 
submit to the Dean’s Office as part of annual reports. Heather Tanner presented the beginning 
of a new draft in two possible formats: an Excel spreadsheet and a Word document comprising 
a narrative and a bulleted list. She proposed that we preface this document with a statement of 
shared expectations for faculty service; we should first identify what those expectations are.  
 
The discussion included these points: 

● The new service report must be user-friendly and easy to read in the review process.  
● Should we call it an “assessment,” or should this form focus on what each faculty 

member does rather than whether each meets a certain standard?  
● What do we mean by “routine” participation in campus events? Should we specify a 

number of events to attend, or say more vaguely that we expect campus participation? 
Although it is helpful for faculty members (and perhaps especially new faculty) to know 
precise expectations, faculty should be able to contribute in different ways.  

● Regular attendance at Faculty Assembly should remain a requirement, as should active 
participation on one standing committee each year.  

● Attendance at campus events is a less important part of faculty service; it is not faculty’s 
job to attend every student event. For most faculty, service is only 10% of the job, 
whereas research is about 40-50%. We hope to foster a culture that respects and 
prioritizes faculty research agendas. 

● We also hope not to facilitate a climate of shaming. The service document should 
celebrate what we do instead of serve as a means to punish those who lack 
involvement.  

● How should we include community outreach? It is not required in our Appointments, 
Tenure, and Promotion (APT) policies, nor is it valued in many departments, but 
university administrators hope to promote this kind of service. We could encourage it, 
but not require it.  

● Undergraduate research mentorship: is it teaching or service? 
● Service categories on the form could follow the format of the Office of Academic Affairs 

dossier. 
● The body preferred the Word document form, as well as the idea of allowing a 

narrative, a list, or both—according to individual faculty preferences. 
 
Heather will update the form based on today’s feedback and circulate it via email to Executive 
Council members for further revision. The Executive Council plans to present a revised service 
form to the Faculty Assembly at our next meeting: Dec. 6. 
 



Minutes recorded by Elizabeth Kolkovich 


